EFFECTS OF THE TRANSPARENCY OF OVERVIEW MAPS AND GENDER DIFFERENCES ON WAYFINDING IN A VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT
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Abstract: This study verified the effects of the transparency of overview maps and gender differences on wayfinding performance and subjective evaluations in a Virtual Environment (VE). The research variables were the transparency of overview maps (0%, 50%, and 100% transparency) and gender (males and females). Sixty young adults participated in this study. The results are as follows: (1) The wayfinding performance of the 50% and 100% transparency overview maps were significantly better than the 0% transparency overview map in the task of judging perceptual information. (2) Males showed significantly better wayfinding performance than females in the more difficult task. (3) The 50% transparency overview map was of significantly higher subjective rationality than the 100% transparency overview map. (4) Females gave the 50% transparency overview map significantly higher SUS scores than the 0% transparency overview map. (5) Females with the 50% transparency overview map showed significantly stronger subjective preference and higher SUS scores than males.
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1. Introduction

Virtual Environments (VEs) have great potential to be applied in various fields and industries like educational game, tourism, real estate, health care, engineering, architecture, design and so forth. In a physical environment, signs, service points, maps, computers, arrangement of furniture, lighting, and even olfactory and tactile cues can help people find their ways from one place to another. While in an unfamiliar VE, wayfinding is further complicated for users as there is fewer spatial cues that are commonly used in the physical environment [1]. People obtain the spatial knowledge about their position and surroundings through wayfinding aids which is in accordance with human cognition [2]. Overview maps provide users a wealth of information in an easily digestible format [3] and an aid in learning the layout of the information space [4]. The differences between VEs and the real world could make the use of maps in VEs different. However, very few research studies on the design of wayfinding maps have been conducted in VEs.

Maps should be readable and well-layered, and also be able to properly handle figure-ground relationships. Sometimes the only feasible way to a mapping problem is to use transparency as a visual variable to demonstrate layers of information. Nonetheless, whether to use transparency has always been determined by personal preference, convenience or artistic appreciation instead of some experimental results [5]. Using transparency to represent spatial information may affect the effectiveness of overview maps. Our work contributes to existing studies on overview maps by examining the effect of the transparency of overview maps on wayfinding in VEs.

Performance of individuals was quite different, from the perspective of the ability to use a map, task completion time and accuracy [6]. Previous studies have found that gender differences play a crucial role in the wayfinding process [7] and have effects on users’ wayfinding performance and feelings in VEs [8]. Gender differences in spatial ability are important causes of various individual performance in spatial knowledge acquisition in VEs [9]. The use of overview maps requires higher spatial visualization ability [4]. Transparency may minimize cognitive load and decrease the difficulty of understanding the overview map, but the figure-ground relationship becomes ambiguous. Gender differences in map-learning strategies [10], spatial ability [11] and wayfinding strategies...
suggested that the design of wayfinding aids in VEs should consider individual differences in users’ spatial ability. Therefore, it is important to consider gender as a critical referential factor for the design of overview maps. To the best of our knowledge, little has been reported about the effect of gender differences on wayfinding with an overview map.

This study aims to find better overview map interfaces which can aid both male and female users to accurately reach their destinations in VEs. The goals of this research study are: (1) To investigate the effects of the overview maps with different transparency levels in wayfinding tasks with different difficulties in VEs; (2) To test a possible relation between gender differences and the effectiveness of the considered overview maps in VEs. The findings of this study can serve as references for the visual design of overview maps in VEs.

1.1. Virtual Environments

VEs are created by Virtual Reality (VR), which simulates realistic-looking 3D space on a computer display [13]. Almost all kinds of environments can be simulated [14], and people are able to interact with them. A VE can be considered as a complex and complete combination of 3D geometrical entities or images with an overall view [15]. VEs can be quickly varied, easily posted online and widely spread. Using a mixture of 3D models and 2D images to render VEs can reduce time and efforts to model and save the expenses for special purpose rendering hardware, integrate interactivity and simulation, make scenes more natural and stereoscopic, and enhance user experience.

VEs are characterized by interaction, immersion and imagination, which can make sure that users feel involved [13]. Burdea and Coiffet [16] considered the three characters as a VR triangle. The three elements work as the three vertices that are mutually related in an orderly manner. Users can browse and search for the information they need in VEs, adjust parameters to control environment variables, and check or move the objects in VEs. All these interactions are difficult to be realized in physical environments. Rebeleo et al. [13] also proposed that immersion is related to users’ feelings when they are in a VE. The authors put forward that the extent of perceiving the real world is a key factor of the physical level of immersion. It means that if users are fully immersed in a VE, they have low perception (e.g., see, hear, and touch) of the real world. Immagination is associated with users’ abilities to perceive objects in VEs, even while knowing they are in the real world [16]. The levels of interactivity and immersion have direct influence on one’s imagination [13]. 3D virtual scenes, wayfinding aids, interactions, virtual actors, artificial intelligence, customization are crucial elements in VEs.

The quality of user experience in a VE depends on various factors, including equipment type, realism of the VE, interaction mode, field of view, individual differences and so on [17]. A previous study has provided strong evidence that efficiency of completing the wayfinding, searching, and comparing tasks in VEs with abundant information by using large high-resolution displays is higher than using small low-resolution displays [18].

1.2. Design issues of wayfinding maps

Wayfinding refers to the process of human accurately orienting and navigating themselves from the origin to the destination [19, 20]. Wayfinding tasks can be categorized as exploratory navigation, travel to familiar destination, and travel to new destinations [19]. In this study, wayfinding guided by overview maps is a typical wayfinding task of traveling to new destinations. Route knowledge and survey knowledge can be considered as the basis of wayfinding [20]. Route knowledge, the knowledge about a sequence of points, means a series of directive information users obtain about how to move from one position to the next. Survey knowledge, the knowledge about an area, contains a cognitive map of the environment, in which all routes are organized like a unified network jointed by locations [20, 21]. Route knowledge is easily disrupted by any change and cannot take any new route. Conversely, survey knowledge is more flexible [21].

Various visual designs of wayfinding aids, such as halo, arrow, wedge, landmark, and map, illustrate visualized information regarding distance and direction [1, 12]. Maps should highlight both local features and global features to support users in the acquisition of spatial knowledge of VEs [22]. Overview and detailed interfaces are often used to display the entirety and details of the virtual space. A detailed map shows various types of information about the virtual space. It is always used to control position at a short distance and undertake diagnostic tasks. An overview map is a sketch of geographic information, which involves general descriptions of the space and supports monitoring, exploring, and wayfinding tasks [23]. Overviews of spaces are beneficial to users in navigating tasks [6, 12, 23]. A number of studies have found that users with an overview map have better sense of direction, higher satisfaction, preference, and efficiency than those without an overview map [4, 6]. The overview map has three distinct advantages: (1) It helps increase wayfinding efficiency; (2) Tracking user’s location in VEs while providing task relevant information; (3) Giving users a feeling of control [6]. Nevertheless, the authors note that the overview map might strain memory, occupy screen space [6], and demand...
more cognitive processing [4] than interfaces without an overview map. As an important wayfinding aid, the overview map was the main object of this study.

Bertin [24] put forward the concept of visual variables including size, value, grain, color, orientation, and shape. MacEachren [25] suggested the addition of fuzziness, resolution, and transparency. Visual variables can be used to describe the perceptual properties of map symbols and help understand spatial layout [26]. These variables are combined in various ways so that data features and relationships can be rationally represented on maps. Earlier studies have evaluated the effectiveness and efficiency of various map-design elements. Devlin and Bernstein [27] indicated that high or low detail, color or monochrome make no significant difference in terms of wayfinding performance; the efficiency of names listed at the site of the landmarks were significantly higher than landmarks identified by numbers and labeled in a legend to locate a landmark. Garlandini and Fabrikant [28] found that the visual variable size is more efficient and effective to guide users’ attention than color and orientation in 2D maps, and orientation is the least efficient and effective variable. Some principles of map design in physical environments can be applied in VEs. Wu et al. [12] suggested to render few details on overview maps to show the relative position of the user and the destination in VEs.

1.3. Transparency

Different from brightness, hue, saturation, and other color properties, transparency can provide human a feeling of reality or fiction and give an apparent order perception of area cartographic symbols. Guiberson [5] suggested that the presences of non-transparent visual cues determine the perception of transparency. If there exist no non-transparent objects underlying, the transparent objects will show up as opaque. Mitsudo [29] conducted a series of experiments which pointed out that the combination of changes in figural cues (e.g., shape, and size intersection) and luminance can improve the efficiency and accuracy of transparency perception.

There exist few studies about effects of the transparency, size, layout, or other design elements of overview maps on wayfinding. MacEachren [25] first proposed to use transparency as a visual variable for representing spatial data on maps. Transparency can increase the display space in navigation scenarios, and earn a stronger user preference [30]. Kraak and Brown [31] suggested that transparency can attract users’ attention, emphasize figure-ground relationships, give a sense of depth or distance, and produce shadow effect. Put a transparent overview map on an opaque background and keep reducing the transparency of the map, the result is that the contrast between the overview map and background becomes obvious. The visibility of map itself becomes highlighted, while the coverage part by the map turns into obscurity. On the contrary, as the transparency is increased, the contrast between the map and background is not clear, and the light color of the map makes the covered information become evident. Map users are unaware of the existence of the transparent interface and entirely concentrating on the task [32]. Transparency of the display can be changed by moving a slider bar in many interactive maps. Generally, the purpose of using transparency is to improve the overall visual effect of the map, to minimize working memory load, and to reduce the difficulty of understanding and creating graphical representation. However, to some extent, the contents on different layers have mutual effects on each other, which may lead to the result that it is difficult to figure out the position of the objects making the figure-ground relationship ambiguous. Guiberson [5] proved by experiments that transparency level can be efficiently and accurately estimated if only a few categories are adopted on a map. In order to deeply discuss the influence of transparency of overview maps on users’ wayfinding performance and feelings, this study made comparisons between overview maps with different transparency levels.

1.4. Gender

Males and females have certain individual differences in information input organs (eyes, ears, skins, internal organs, etc.) and information output organs (mouth, hands, feet, etc.). Information input organs have direct influence on production of sensory memory. Differences in information output organs can affect how users respond to the system by movement control. Therefore, gender is one of importance personal traits that makes a difference in individuals’ information processing and decision-making. Males are significantly better than females in spatial ability on the aspect of mental rotation [11].

Previous studies have found that males and females performed differently in wayfinding tasks on strategies, efficiency, accuracy, satisfaction, etc. Males are more likely to use an orientation strategy, prefer using visual-spatial cues, and maintain a sense of their own position in relation to environmental reference points; whereas females are more likely to use a route strategy, attend to instructions on how to get from place to place, and better at memorizing the landmark cues to change orientation and location in a step-by-step sequence [7, 8, 21]. Several studies have showed that females take significantly longer to indicate which path to follow and complete wayfinding tasks, have less directional accuracy, and make more errors than males [27]. While a review of the studies on gender differences in spatial orientation suggested that 18.42% of the
experiments found a female advantage in the environment which is represented by a map [8]. Females were reported to have more spatial anxiety [21] and frustration [27] in performing the wayfinding tasks.

Discussions on gender differences pertinent to wayfinding in VEs are less than in physical environments. Males and females have different advantages in wayfinding in VEs [33]. Gender effects on wayfinding performance are not the same in different experiments. Coluccia and Louse [8] concluded in a review that males outperform females in 57.14% of VE experiments. They suggested that males perform better than females in a high percentage (85.71%) of the cases in which participants can freely explore a VE. When participants cannot control their movements and actively decide where to go, only 28.57% of the experiments found a male advantage. In the above situations, females never perform better than males. It is unknown whether gender differences affect wayfinding in VEs using overview maps with different transparency levels.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experiment design

This experiment implemented a 3 (the transparency of an overview map) x 2 (gender) between-subjects design. According to different transparency levels of the overview map, participants were divided into three groups, and each group was divided into male group and female group, there were 6 groups in total. The hypotheses of the research are as follows: (1) Using overview maps with different transparency levels may lead to significant differences in wayfinding performance. (2) Using overview maps with different transparency levels for wayfinding may lead to significant differences in subjective evaluation. (3) Users’ performance may be affected by gender differences when using overview maps for wayfinding. (4) Subjective evaluations of overview maps for wayfinding may be affected by gender differences.

2.2. Participants

Sixty participants were invited to take part in the experiment by using convenient sampling method. Thirty of them are females and thirty are males aged from 16 to 30 years. All participants had received high school education, and most of them are university students. All participants were familiar with tablet computers that were used in our experiments.

2.3. Materials and Apparatus

A virtual exhibition area was created with 3DS Max software and virtual models were set up for this study (see Figure 1). Objects in the exhibition were photographic images. An overview map of the virtual exhibition was created with Photoshop software. The virtual model and exhibit images were imported to the Unity 3D game engine, then the mode of operation was configured.

Comparative experiments were performed in accordance with three transparency levels of the overview map, i.e., the 0% transparency overview map is an opaque
image (see Figure 2a), the median value is 50% transparency (see Figure 2b), and the 100% transparency overview map is with a wire frame (see Figure 2c). The goal of this experiment is to explore whether the transparency of overview maps could help integrate spatial information and improve wayfinding performance time.

The experiment was conducted on an iPad Air 2 tablet computer with screen size of 9.7 inches and resolution of 2048×1536, iOS 9.3 operating system.

2.4. Procedure

Wayfinding performance was evaluated in accordance with the results of participants’ operation of overview maps and assessments to subjective feelings were made. The experiment was supplemented with a System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire and multiple interviews with participants after the experiment.

Most current VEs focus on reproducing user’s perceptual experience of colors, textures, sounds, shapes, distances, and other information [34]. Users usually change positions, alter the angle of view, and check the details of exhibits on the interface of a virtual museum. In this experiment, participants were asked to perform four tasks featuring various conditions a user is likely to experience in VEs. Participants could move fingers across the screen to alter view angles and directly click the icons on the overview map to change positions.

Four tasks with increasing difficulty were arranged according to their complexities. The first task was to find the farthest profile exhibition area. Participants needed to compare the distances using the overview map to change their positions as necessary. This task was easy to complete. The second task was to count the number of works in the Chinese calligraphy exhibition area. Participants not only needed to change their positions, but also to make a judgement on the quantity of perceptual information by altering visual directions and visual coverage. The difficulty of the task was increased. The third task was to look for all Chinese painting exhibition areas and then point out the longest Chinese painting. To complete the task, participants needed to get to three places that met the requirement, and then changed the angle of view to make a judgement on the size of perceptual information, memorizing and comparing what they perceived. This task was relatively difficult to complete. The fourth task was to find two introduction exhibition areas both located the nearest to the entrance, and then find out which area was exhibited with more exhibits. Participants needed to get to two places that met the requirement, and then changed the angle of view to judge, memorize, and compare two kinds of perceptual information, i.e., distance and quantity. This task was much more difficult for participants to fulfill than the above three ones.

When users feel confused in the environment, they may slow down speed, stop to observe the surroundings or retreat, making wrong turns more frequently than usual. Different wayfinding tasks, wayfinding aids, and experimental scenes may lead to different statistic results. In general, the results can be reflected in time spent on wayfinding. According to Coluccia and Louse [8], task completion time is widely used for measurement of objective performance in recent studies.

After the time spent on each task was recorded, participants were interviewed to find out their feelings and suggestions. Seven-point Likert scale measurement questionnaires were made to evaluate subjective rationality and preferences about the overall task operation.

Finally, participants were required to fill out the SUS questionnaire in order to reveal the usability of the interface. According to Rebello et al. [13], usability refers to interactions that are usable, safe, effective, comfortable, and easy to learn, and also indicates that participants make few errors. John Brooke developed SUS, which was widely used as a scale to assess the usability of any type of user interface, including product systems, applications, websites, and so forth [35]. It is composed of ten positive and negative statements, which has a strong reliability. Each statement is given five-level Likert item including strongly disagree, disagree, neither agree nor disagree, agree and strongly agree. Participants choose one option for each question, and then transfer their choices into scores. The basic value of positive statement is “the score minus 1”, while for the negative statement is “5 minus the score”. All responses can be summed to get a total number, which multiply by 2.5, then the final score (0 to 100) of the questionnaire can be calculated.

3. Results

3.1. Analysis of task completion time

The result generated from the descriptive statistics and two-way ANOVA of the Task 1 completion time is shown in Table 1 and Table 2. It revealed no significant main effect of the transparency of an overview map in terms of the Task 1 completion time (F(2,54)=1.405, p=0.254>0.05). No significant difference was found in the main effect of gender (F(1,54)=0.165, p=0.686>0.05). There existed no significant interaction effect between the variables of gender and the transparency of an overview map (F(2,54)=0.027, p=0.973>0.05). Some participants visited an exhibition area multiple times to pin down its distance during the first task.

In Task 2, users stopped to observe the contents of VE when they feel confused. As is shown in Table 2, analysis
of the Task 2 completion time revealed a significant main effect of the transparency of an overview map (F(2,54)=3.190, p=0.049<0.05). The results of post hoc comparison using the LSD identified a significant difference between the 0 and 50% transparency overview map (p=0.024<0.05). A significant difference was also found between the 0% and 100% transparency overview map (p=0.049<0.05). The Task 2 completion time for the 0% transparency overview map (M=9.079, Sd=5.503) was significantly longer than those for the 50% transparency overview map (M=6.244, Sd=2.249) and the 100% transparency overview map (M=6.633, Sd=3.165). As Table 2 shows, no significant difference was found in the main effect of gender (F(1,54)=0.473, p=0.494>0.05). It revealed no significant interaction between the variables of gender and the transparency of an overview map (F(2,54)=1.857, p=0.166>0.05).

In Task 3, two females with the 0% transparency overview map and one male with the 100% transparency overview map pointed out a wrong painting. Table 2 shows that there was no significant main effect of the transparency of an overview map on the Task 3 completion time (F(2,54)=2.111, p=0.131>0.05). Only the main effect of gender showed a significant difference (F(1,54)=4.112, p=0.048<0.05). Males (M=9.490, Sd=4.531) took less time than females (M=12.623, Sd=7.304) to complete the task. There existed no significant interaction effect between the variables of gender and the transparency of an overview map (F(2,54)=0.821, p=0.445>0.05).

Analysis of the Task 4 completion time is shown in Table 2, there was no significant main effect of the transparency of an overview map (F(2,54)=0.317, p=0.729>0.05). We found no significant main effect of gender (F(1,54)=0.697, p=0.407>0.05). It indicated that there existed no significant interaction effect between the variables of gender and the transparency of an overview map (F(2,54)=1.792, p=0.176>0.05). The most complex task became easy for participants after a series of exploration, because of their familiarity with the VE. Some users visited an area multiple times to confirm the amount of contents during the task.

3.2. Analysis of subjective rationality

Rationality refers to the quality of overview map design that is based on reason. In order to find out which overview map was most logical and easiest to be adopted, comparisons and analysis of subjective rationality were made after users completed tasks. The maximum value is 7 which means strong rationality, while the minimum value is 1 which means strong irrationality. The median value is 4. The two-way ANOVA of rationality is shown in Table 3. In this experiment, the mean value of rationality in each group was over five, and the mean value of rationality (M=6.100, Sd=0.877) means that the overview maps were inclined to be rational.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of task completion time (s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Task 1 M</th>
<th>Task 1 SD</th>
<th>Task 2 M</th>
<th>Task 2 SD</th>
<th>Task 3 M</th>
<th>Task 3 SD</th>
<th>Task 4 M</th>
<th>Task 4 SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The transparency of an overview map</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 %</td>
<td>5.192</td>
<td>3.742</td>
<td>6.244</td>
<td>2.249</td>
<td>8.874</td>
<td>3.998</td>
<td>8.676</td>
<td>4.827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. The two-way ANOVA of task completion time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Post Hoc (LSD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td>44.205</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22.103</td>
<td>1.405</td>
<td>.254</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>2.600</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.600</td>
<td>.165</td>
<td>.686</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency × gender</td>
<td>.864</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.432</td>
<td>.027</td>
<td>.973</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td>94.476</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>47.238</td>
<td>3.190</td>
<td>.048*</td>
<td>0&gt;50%, 0&gt;100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>7.011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.011</td>
<td>.473</td>
<td>.494</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency × gender</td>
<td>54.992</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>27.496</td>
<td>1.857</td>
<td>.166</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td>151.119</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>75.559</td>
<td>2.111</td>
<td>.131</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>147.173</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>147.173</td>
<td>4.112</td>
<td>.048*</td>
<td>Female &gt; Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency × gender</td>
<td>58.770</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>29.385</td>
<td>.821</td>
<td>.445</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td>22.312</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11.156</td>
<td>.317</td>
<td>.729</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>24.499</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24.499</td>
<td>.697</td>
<td>.407</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency × gender</td>
<td>125.987</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>62.993</td>
<td>1.792</td>
<td>.176</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

α=0.05, *p<0.05.

3.2. Analysis of subjective rationality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Post Hoc (LSD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td>4.900</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.450</td>
<td>.410</td>
<td>.040*</td>
<td>50%&gt;100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>.067</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.067</td>
<td>.093</td>
<td>.762</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency × gender</td>
<td>1.633</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.817</td>
<td>1.137</td>
<td>.328</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

α=0.05, *p<0.05.

The result regarding subjective rationality revealed a significant main effect of the transparency of an overview map (F(2,54)=3.410, p=0.040<0.05). The results of post hoc comparison using the LSD showed a significant difference between the 50% and 100% transparency overview maps (p=0.012<0.05). The rationality score of the 50% transparency overview map (M=6.450, Sd=0.826) was higher than the 100% transparency overview map (M=5.750, Sd=0.876). No significant difference was found in the main effect of gender (F(1,54)=0.093, p=0.762>0.05).
It pointed out that there existed no significant interaction effect between the variables of gender and the transparency of an overview map (F(2,54)=1.137, p=0.328>0.05).

3.3. Analysis of subjective preference

In order to recognize which overview map was most popular and possible to be chosen by participants, comparisons and analysis of subjective preference were made after users completed tasks. The maximum value is 7 which means to strongly like, while the minimum value is 1 which means to strongly dislike, the median value is 4. The two-way ANOVA of preference is shown in Table 4. The mean value of preference given by participants in each group was more than 5, and the mean value of preference (M=5.917, Sd=0.944) showed that participants like to use overview maps.

Table 4. The two-way ANOVA of preference

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td>533</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.267</td>
<td>.325</td>
<td>.724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>817</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.817</td>
<td>.995</td>
<td>.323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency × gender</td>
<td>6,933</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.467</td>
<td>4.226</td>
<td>.020*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

α=0.05, *p<0.05.

The result pertinent to subjective preference indicated that there was no significant difference in the main effect of the transparency of an overview map (F(2,54)=0.325, p=0.724>0.05). We found no significant main effect of gender (F(1,54)=0.995, p=0.323>0.05). Significant interaction existed between the variables of gender and the transparency of an overview map (F(2,54)=4.226, p=0.020<0.05).

According to Figure 3, females (M=6.500, Sd=0.707) gave significantly higher preference scores than males (M=5.600, Sd=0.966) after using the 50% transparency overview map (p=0.031<0.05). In addition, males gave quite similar preference scores after using the 50% and 100% transparency overview maps. As Figure 3 shows, males preferred the 0% transparency overview map (M=6.200, Sd=0.789) to the others; whereas females liked to use the 50% and 100% (M=6.100, Sd=0.876) transparency overview maps better than the 0% transparency overview map (M=5.500, Sd=1.080).

3.4. Analysis of SUS

After analyzing the system usability evaluations, the two-way ANOVA is shown in Table 5. The mean value of SUS scores in each group was above 80, and the mean value of SUS scores (M=85.958, Sd=11.322) showed that the interfaces have good usability. Participants commented that the overview maps are intuitive, easy to understand, and simple to use.

Table 5. The two-way ANOVA of SUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td>250.208</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>125.104</td>
<td>1.047</td>
<td>.358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>37.604</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>37.604</td>
<td>.315</td>
<td>.577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency × gender</td>
<td>821.458</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>410.729</td>
<td>3.436</td>
<td>.039*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

α=0.05, *p<0.05.

The generated results of the SUS questionnaire identified that there existed no significant difference in the main effect of the transparency of an overview map (F(2,54)=1.047, p=0.358>0.05). The main effect of gender revealed no significant difference (F(1,54)=0.315, p=0.577>0.05). Significant interaction existed between the variables of gender and the transparency of an overview map (F(2,54)=3.436, p=0.039<0.05).

According to the interaction diagram illustrated in Figure 4, females (M=94.500, Sd=6.325) gave the
interfaces significantly higher SUS scores than males (M=82.500, Sd=6.972) after using the 50% transparency overview map (p=0.017<0.05), thus the usability was better from the viewpoint of females. Nonetheless, Figure 4 also shows that males gave the 0% and 100% transparency overview maps higher SUS scores than females, but the difference was not found noticeable in the current experiment. Females gave the 50% transparency overview map significantly higher SUS scores than the 0% transparency overview map (M=81.250, Sd=16.255) (p=0.027<0.05). The system usability evaluation results were consistent with the subjective preference result.

4. Discussion

The results of this study showed that the task completion time with the 50% transparency overview map was the least in all tasks. The 50% transparency overview map have been found useful in helping participants recognize positions and objects in a VE. For the task of judging perceptual information, the task completion time with the 0% transparency overview map was significantly longer than the 50% and 100% transparency overview maps. The results confirmed the first hypothesis (i.e., Using overview maps with different transparency levels may lead to significant differences in wayfinding performance) is accepted. The reason might be that the opaque overview map covered some of the exhibits in the VE and then increased the difficulty of judging the quantity of virtual objects. This conclusion is in line with previous studies which proposed that transparency could increase the display space in VEs [30] and help users concentrate on the task [32].

The results of this study pointed out that male participants showed better wayfinding performance in each task. In the moderately difficult task of judging, memorizing, and comparing perceptual information, males performed significantly faster than females. This result confirms the third hypothesis (i.e., Users’ performance may be affected by gender differences when using overview maps for wayfinding). The reason could be that males have better spatial ability than females who are more cautious and need more time to make visual-spatial decisions [11, 27]. Another possible explanation is that males, who are more likely to use an orientation strategy in wayfinding tasks [7, 8], benefit more than females from the information provided by overview maps in the VE. This phenomenon is coherent with previous empirical work on the effects of gender differences on wayfinding performance [27].

All the users have completed wayfinding tasks with the overview maps in the VE. Results indicated that gender differences and the transparency of an overview map make no significant difference in wayfinding performance of easy tasks.

In this study, empirical evidence on how the transparency of overview maps affected subjective evaluation is provided. The results of this study indicated that the rationality of the 50% transparency overview map was significantly better than the 100% transparency overview map. The result identified that the second hypothesis (i.e., Using overview maps with different transparency levels for wayfinding may lead to significant differences in subjective evaluation) is accepted. The reason might be that the 50% transparency overview map with more changes in figure and luminance was easier to be efficiently and accurately estimated and read than the 100% transparency overview map [6]. Moreover, the crucial information on the 100% transparency overview map with a wire frame was easily disturbed by the virtual objects in the background. Thus, participants considered the 50% transparency overview map to be more logical. It is also consistent with Wu et al. [12] who suggested to display few details on an overview maps to aid wayfinding in VEs.

Regarding subjective preference, there was a significant interaction between gender differences and the transparency of overview maps. Females like to use the 50% transparency overview map much more than males, which confirmed the fourth hypothesis (i.e., Subjective evaluations of overview maps for wayfinding may be affected by gender differences). The reason could be explained by gender differences in wayfinding strategies [7, 8], that is, males preferred to use an orientation strategy, while females tend to use a route strategy, which resulted in preference differences. Males might be distracted with the virtual objects displayed on the 50% transparency overview map. Another possible reason could be that transparency allow more virtual space to be seen by females who are more anxious and more uncertain than males in wayfinding [21], and thus the 50% transparency overview map could help females relieve their spatial anxiety.

The result generated from the SUS questionnaire pointed out that significant interaction existed between gender differences and the transparency of overview maps. Females gave significantly higher SUS scores than males after using the 50% transparency overview map, which again proved that males and females exhibit significant differences in subjective evaluations of overview maps for wayfinding. Since interference was caused by the contents of VE presented on the 50% transparency overview map for males who prefer using an orientation strategy to know their positions. In addition, females gave the 50% transparency overview map significantly higher SUS scores
than the 0% transparency overview map. It also proved that using overview maps with different transparency levels for wayfinding leads to significant differences in subjective evaluation. The reason might be that the 50% transparency overview map provided more parts of the VE to assist participants to know the surroundings. Females’ spatial anxiety and confusion caused by being in an unfamiliar environment could be mitigated. Thus, females who are more likely to use a route strategy in wayfinding tasks believed that the 50% transparency overview map was of significantly better usability. This finding is consistent with McGookin et al. [30] who suggested that users strongly prefer the transparency conditions in mobile navigation.

This study is limited to the size and complexity of our virtual exhibition model, which restricts the range of task difficulty. Moreover, the limitations of the visual design of overview maps (e.g., size, color, shape and structure) should be considered. Furthermore, our participants were all young people, thus, it could be a question whether the relationship between gender and the transparency of overview maps from this study is representative enough.

5. Conclusions

This study mainly explored how the transparency of overview maps and gender differences affected users’ objective performance and subjective feelings when completing wayfinding tasks in VEs. Participants’ overall rating was satisfactory to the interface, and they had a smooth operation experience and indicated that overview maps were helpful for wayfinding in VEs. The major conclusions are as follows: (1) Using overview maps with different transparency levels leads to significant differences in wayfinding performance. The wayfinding performance of the 50% and 100% transparency overview maps are significantly better than the 0% transparency overview map in the task of judging perceptual information. (2) Users’ performance can be affected by gender differences when using overview maps for wayfinding. Males perform significantly better than females in the more difficult wayfinding task of judging, memorizing, and comparing perceptual information. (3) Using overview maps with different transparency levels for wayfinding leads to significant differences in subjective evaluation. Participants using the 50% transparency overview map feel significantly more rational than those who use the 100% transparency overview map. Females’ system usability evaluations of the 50% transparency overview map are significantly better than the 0% transparency overview map. (4) Subjective evaluations of overview maps for wayfinding can be affected by gender differences. Females’ preferences for the 50% transparency overview map are significantly stronger than males. Additionally, females’ system usability evaluations of the 50% transparency overview map are significantly better than males.

Users show better wayfinding performance and subjective evaluations with the 50% transparency overview map which perspicuously exhibits both virtual objects and crucial information on the map. Especially for females, they have significantly stronger preferences and better system usability evaluations for the 50% transparency overview map than males in VEs. We propose preliminary design recommendations on the transparency of overview maps for future work. This study is limited in scope which suggests that further research may include more visual elements of overview maps. The complexity of the VE, age, and 3D-application experience can also be taken into consideration as factors.
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